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NOMENCLATURE

A Jet area, ft2

DD  Duct diameter in way of propeller, ft

Op Propeller diameter, ft

D Bare hull drag, lbs
bare

Dex t  Drag of the hull with the propulsion system operating, lbs

D Drag measured during the powered test, lbs

f Friction factor

F cv Forces in the control volume on the boundaries, lbs

F Forces due to pressure on the entrance and exit planes of the 7,.
p control volumes, lbs

Fw  Friction and pressure forces on the duct walls, struts,shaft, lbs

g Acceleration due to gravity, 32.174 ft/s
2

H Head induced by the propeller, ft , T/YA.

J Advance ratio based on the duct flow, V./nD
O J P

Jfs Advance ratio based on the free stream V m/nD
fsm P

KH Head coefficient, gH/n2 D 2

K Torque coefficient, Q/pn2D -Q P
K Flow coefficient, Q/nD 3

P

KT Thrust coefficient, T/pn2D'

L Loss, ft

n Shaft revolutions per second

P/D Pitch-diameter ratio

P. Inlet static pressure, lbs/ft2

P. Jet static pressure, lbs/ft 2

PD Jet dynamic pressure, Ibs/ft 2

P Jet static pressures measured at 0.7 radius, top dead center,
0.7 lbs/ft 2

v
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Q Torque, lbs-ft

Q Flow rate, ft3/sec

T Shaft thrust, lbs

Tg r  Gross thrust, "lbs, p&(Bj.Vj - V)

Tne t  Net thrust, lbs, D - Dnet m Dbare br

(1 - t) Thrust deduction factor, D D Tar
D- T cosT
m gr

V. Inlet velocity, ft/sec

V. Jet velocity, ft/secJ

V Model velocity, ft/sec
m
V Entrance velocity, ft/sec0

Vs  Manned test craft velocity, ft/sec

V Velocity at the 0.7 radius, top dead center, ft/sec
0.7

w Shaft work, (equals H), ft
s

z Heave at LCG, ft

Bi,B. Velocity distribution factors

A Static displacement, lbs

Y Density times g , lbs/ft3

P Density, 1.94 slugs/ft
3

A,. noa Overall efficiency,Tnet Vm/
2 7rQn

npump Pump efficiency, yQH/2nQn

nprop Propulsion efficiency, npumpVm/Vj

Trim angle, baseline relative to calm free surface, deg

Tbare Trim during EHP test, deg

vi
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INTRODUCTION

A simple, bottom-inlet, waterjet was designed for evaluation in

a fifteen-foot, manned testcraft. To aid in the planning of the experi-

ments to be conducted with this craft, a 1/4.828 scale model was built --

and tested at Davidson Laboratory in May 1983. This work was performed

under Office of Naval Research Contract N00167-82-K-0114; technical

monitoring was provided by Mr. W. Zeitfuss, Jr., Code 112, David W. Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Center. A portion of the model test

was witnessed by Mr. Zeitfuss and Mr. John Hoyt. ..

The goals of the model experiment were to determine the resistance

of the manned testcraft, to characterize the model propulsion system, and

to use this characterization to reflect on the merits of the waterjet

design method used for the manned testcraft. This method was developed

with Mr. John K. Roper, and is detailed in Reference 5.

r
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TEST PROGRAM

The bare hull resistance portion of the test had two purposes.

The first was to provide EHP curves for the manned testcraft, and

the second was to have the bare hull drag value needed to define thrust

deduction for the model. The powered portion of the test involved the

measurement of shaft torque and thrust as well as pressures and velocities

in the waterjet. These measurements were used to find efficiencies and to

quantify some of the losses in the system.

THE MODEL

A scale ratio of l:4.828 was chosen so that a stock Davidson Labora-

tory propeller could be used. The model hull was constructed of clear acrylic
%J sheet, fastened with a solvent-type cement. The duct was constructed of

4 glass fiber reinforced plastic, layed up on a wooden, male form. This was

bolted into the model against a hole cut in the model bottom and one cut

in the aft end of the pump box. (See schematic, Figure 1.) Exterior to

,1 Sthe pump box a copper nozzle was fitted which housed the propeller and
carried the shaft bearing on a cruciform strut. The shaftline was set at

2 degrees relative to the baseline to allow sufficient clearance for the

drive motor dynamometry. Model particulars are listed in Table I.

Two aspects of the model were dictated by the fact that it was de-

signed as representative of a tracked amphibian. One feature was the

2 degree wedge placed on the bottom,just aft of the transom,for some of

the testing. This simulated the bottom contour possible with a hinged

tailgate. The other feature was the free-flooding track covers which ex-

tended along each side of the model, providing a flat bottom out to the

maximum beam. The spaces enclosed by the track covers emptied from the

open aft end when the model was run at planing speeds.

The model was attached to the towing carriage by a free to heave

'. and trim system which connected to the model on the shaftline. Movable
ballast provided the two load conditions shown in Table 1.

,%
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THE INSTRUMENTATION

For the EHP portion of the testing, the model was instrumented with

transducers for measuring drag, heave and trim:

Drag. A spring and differential transformer force-block

was mounted above the pitch pivot so that drag was measured

parallel to the free surface.

Heave. A rotary, variable differential transformer was

affixed to the carriage, and sensed vertical motion of the

* pitch pivot point through a string connection.

Trim. An accelerometer-type inclinometer was mounted on

the model and sensed trim angles relative to the calm

free surface.

For the powered test, there were additional transducers for shaft

torque,thrust and speed, and for pressures in the duct and jet.

Torque and Thrust. The propulsion motor was cradled in a

* spring and differential transformer system which sensed

the reaction of the stator to the load on the armature.

Shaft Speed. The shaft was fitted with a ten-toothed gear-

like wheel which excited a magnetic pickup. A pulse counter

detected the signal and averaged it in one-second intervals.

Static Pressure. Water-filled pressure taps and tubes were

set into the duct wall and connected to diaphram-type pres-

sure gages. The taps were located as shown in Figure 2.

Jet Velocity. The jet velocity was derived from dynamic

head measured with a Prandtl tube which could be moved in

the nozzle exit plane. The static and total head orifices

were connected by water-filled tubes to diaphram-type

pressure gages.

In all of the testing, carriage speed was measured by an optical

system which sensed the carriage travel during the elapsed time of the data

collection portion of each test run. M

The preci-ion of t' 3se instruments is judged to be approximately 1%

of full scale ob -. to, and each was selected and calibrated so that the

-71.
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4. ...

measured values exceeded 50% of full scale during most of the testing.

The wetted length of the model bottom and the area wetted by reattached

flow was visually estimated from the videotape record of the test with

the aid of one-inch markings along the chine. The precision of this

measurement is judged to be ±J inch, which results in ±3% of wetted area

at planing speeds.

The signals from the transducer were relayed during each test run

via overhead cables to the onshore data acquisition and recording equip-

ment. With the exception of shaft speed, each data channel was digitally

averaged by the hardware and software of a PDP8-e Computer, converted to

. engineering units and reported on a computer terminal. Shaft speed was

read during each run by tank personnel from a digital readout with a

1/10 RPS resolution. Computer files of data were later relayed to the

Stevens Institute of Technology DEC-10 system for analysis.

PROCEDURE
4 %°

The model testing was conducted in Davidson Laboratory Tank 3

(313'x 12'x 5.5'(depth)). In the heavy load condition, the pitch pivot

(towpoint) was at the intersection of the shaftline and the transverse

plane of the LCG. In the light load condition, the transverse plane of

the LCG was 0.37 inches aft of the pitch pivot.

For EHP testing, the entrance and exit to the duct were blocked

off with 1116" thick sheets of fiberglas reinforced plastic which pro-

vided a flat bottom in way of the duct entrance, and kept the duct

completely full of water. There was no form of turbulence stimulation.

The procedure for EHP testing was as follows:

1) Zero values for drag and heave were recorded with the model at

rest. The trim zero was set to be equal to a condition of the

model baseline (keel) parallel to the calm free surface.

2) The model weight was unloaded at the pivot point by an amount
,-. equal to the vertical component of the thrust required for
.4.

equilibrium at the speed to be run. This is, of course, an

*estimated value:

Unload=Estimated Drag x sine(Estimated Trim+Shaft Angle)

If the run results indicated that the unloading weight was

. -

df
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incorrect by more than 10% of the correct value, the run was

repeated. i

3) The model was accelerated by the towing carriage to the desired

speed, and after steady-state conditions were established, data

were recorded for 50 feet of model travel.

4) Approximately 4 minutes were allowed to pass before a succeed- -"

ing run, to quiet the tank surface.

The procedure in the powered testing was as follows:

1) With the model at rest, zero values were recorded as above. In

the case of pressure transducers the recorded zeros contained

a head of water equal to the submergence of the taps. These

were subtracted later. Torque and thrust zeros were taken with

the shaft stationary.

2) The model and propeller shaft were accelerated to the desired

speeds, and after steady-state conditions were established, data

were recorded for 40 feet of model travel.

3) Approximately 4 minutes were allowed to pass before a succeed-

ing run, to quiet the tank surface.

The EHP testing was conducted over a speed range sufficient to define
the resistance hump as well as up to approximately 26 feet/second as a

practical top speed. This was done for a light load, 40.0 pounds, and a

heavy load, 49.5 pounds, and also in the heavy load condition with the

2 degree wedge added (see Figure 1).

The powered testing was conducted primarily at two speeds: 8.01 and

9.34 feet/second. At 8.01 feet/second, the testing was extensive, and in-

cluded a velocity survey of the jet. In the initial testing at 8.01 feet/

second and 9.34 feet/second, shaft speed was varied so that waterjet per-

formance could be quantified over a range of propeller advance ratios.

In the wake survey (at 8.01 ft/sec), model speed and shaft speed were held

constant for repeated runs while the Prandtl tube was moved to different

locations in the jet, and set at various angles away from axial alignment.

6 5
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

EHP TEST

Effective horsepower results were expanded to the manned testcraft

scale using the ATTC friction line. Wetted area was calculated from the

observed wetted lengths and the observed reattached flow on the model

sides when it was present. The results of this expansion are for fresh

water at 590F and do not include a roughness allowance. These results

are presented for the light load and heavy load, with and without the

2 degree wedge, in Tables 2, 3, and 4, and in Figures 3 and 4.

The model scale resistance results were used in the powered test

data analysis to determine a thrust deduction factor.

POWERED TEST

General

The powered test was conducted to define the waterjet performance

and its effects on the vehicle. The test was largely confined to three

conditions, all at the heavy load: 8.01 ft/sec with and without the

2 degree wedge, and 9.34 ft/sec without the 2 degree wedge. Two runs were

also made at higher speeds, 14.01 and 15.35 ft/sec, without the wedge.

While model speed was held constant, the shaft speed was varied so that a

range of operating conditions was spanned, from where the propeller was

blocking the duct flow, to where the model was nearly self-propelled.

The data were analyzed with the help of a computer program which

produced the output listed in Tables 5 through 7. Tables 5 and 6 give

measured values and some of those values in more useful coefficient form.

Table 7 presents an analysis which probes more deeply into the nature of

beneficial and adverse efforts of the waterjet on the vehicle, and defines

the energy losses in the waterjet flow.

In Table 5, the measured data are presented in dimensional form, in

the slugs-feet-second system. All of these are primary, measured quanti-

ties except the jet velocity, Vj, and the flow rate, Q, which were found

6
excep wer
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by a dynamic pressure measurement and a calculation described below. The

last two columns in Table 5 simply restate the bare hull drag and trim

OP values found in the EHP test for useful comparison to gross thrust, Tr'

and because these values are involved in the calculation of the net

thrust, Tne t, and the thrust deduction, (l-t). The two listed pressures:

in the jet, P., and in the inlet plane, Pi, are static pressures relative
J,

to the atmosphere.

In Table 6, the measured values have been combined with each other

and some system geometry to produce a series of coefficients and effi-

ciencies which are common to pump analysis and to powered vehicle analysis.

Vehicle and propeller-oriented coefficients, J , K. , KQ were non-dimen-

sionalized on the propeller diameter, Dp , and the waterjet-oriented

coefficients were non-dimensionalized on the duct diameter, DD • The

difference between the two is slight - just the tip clearance - but it

becomes significant at the high powers of D involved in the denominators

of these coefficients. Consequently, the efficiencies are not calculated

as ratios of the coefficients, but rather as the ratios of the various

dimensional quantities of power-in and power-out.

The two coefficients which concern the waterjet performance alone

are the flow coefficients, K, and the head coefficient KH . npump re-

. lates the head and flow (not the coefficients) in the usual form of

hydraulic work, YQH , to the input horsepower. nprop is the pump efficiency

multiplied by the ratio, V /V.. This value always decreases as thrust in-

creases and simply reflects the fact, also common to usual ship propulsion

- analysis, that increased propulsor diameter can increase thrust by increas-

ing Q without increasing V. and decreasing efficiency.

Two coefficients combine waterjet and vehicle performance: the

thrust deduction (l-t) and the overall efficiency, noa . The addition of

the waterjet to the bare hull condition adds a considerable drag in the

form of adverse pressures on the ramp, but offsetting this is the

*e beneficial effect which this propulsion system has on running trim. That

is, both drag increases and drag reductions are found in (l-t). This is

discussed in detail in the "Momentum Analysis" section. Tioa has similar

characteristics because it is the ratio of net power-out to power-in,

.... 7
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that is,

T V
net m

roa 21r Qn

* so this value, too, contains interactions between the vehicle and the

propulsion system.

Table 7 is an attempt to break down the forces and energy losses

in the waterjet. This analysis has been done on the basis of an analysis

of the flow through two control volumes. Figure 2 shows the boundaries

of the two control volumes. Number One is bounded by an entrance surface

and the stagnation stream surface; it extends into the duct entrance to

be bounded by the duct ramp, and has an exit plane which is designated the

duct inlet plane. Number Two has the duct inlet as its entrance plane, and

continues, bounded by the duct walls to the nozzle exit plane.

Knowledge of the flow conditions at these exit and entrance planes

is critical to finding the forces on the fluid, the gross thrust of the

system, and the losses through the duct. Measurements were made to

quantify these flow conditions, but it was not practical to thoroughly

define all of them at each operating condition. The following discussion~

describes the assumptions and approximations which were used at various

portions of the control surfaces:

*Exit Plane, Control Volume Two. Static and dynamic pressure were
measured at the 0.7 radius, top dead center, during every run, and a wake

- . survey was conducted at the one operating condition of 8.01 ft/sec model
speed, and 87.5 rev/sec shaft speed. It was assumed that the velocity
and pressure at the 0.7 radius were related to the average velocity, the
momentum, and the average pressure by the same constant factors at all
operating conditions as was found at the survey condition. How these
factors were found is explained in the section on the wake survey.

Entrance Plane, Control Volume Two, Exit Plane Control Volume One.
The flow rate here was found by continuity from the jet flow rae. The
non-uniformity of the velocity distribution was assumed to be one-half
that found in the survey of the jet. The static pressure was found by
averaging the two static pressure measurements made in this plane.

Entrance Plane, Control Volume One. This plane was located ahead
of the ramp and perpendicular to the model bottom. it was assumed that
the plane was no wider than the entrance to the duct. The total energy
in the flow through this plane was assumed to be equal to the free
stream energy upstream of the model. This was calculated by extending
the stagnation streamsurface upstream, by continuity and the two-
dimensional flow assumption, to where the velocity could be taken as Vm

8
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and the pressure as hydrostatic at the center of the flow cross sectional
area. At the entrance plane, this total energy was apportioned between
head and flow by the assumption that the local velocity was reduced by

V the presence of the boundary layer and the inception of planing (as
evidenced by positive heave values) to 0.9 V The forces on the stagna-
tion stream surface were assumed to be negligible.

With these assumptions and approximations, and with the measured

forces on the model, it was possible to examine the performance of the

waterjet and model through the use of the momentum equation, a force

balance on the model, and the energy equation.

Wake Survey Details

The purpose of the survey ras to find the velocity distribution

throughout the cross-section of the jet, where the magnitude would be used

to find flow rate, Q, and gross thrust, T , and the direction would be
gr

a, used to help in stator design. Since a Prandtl tube was used in this

survey, the flow direction was not measured at every survey point. Rather,
' at one point, the 0.7 radius at 00 (top dead center), the magnitudes of

"S.

the static, dynamic, and total pressures were recorded as the axis of the

4P tube was rotated to either side, away from alignment with the axis of the

jet. Prandtl has shown that the pitot tube of his design is remarkably

insensitive to alignment with the flow up to deviations of as much as

20 degrees. However, beyond this orientation, the measured dynamic and

total pressures will be substantially less than the true values. Using

this information, the tangential component of the flow can be estimated.

Figure 5 shows a plot of the static, dynamic, and total pressures

plotted against the angle (in the approximately horizontal plane) between

* the Prandtl tube and jet axes. The plot is similar to that given by

Prandtl,[2] and indicates that an alignment angle of 9 degrees is midway

betwer -he shoulders of the pressure curves and is therefore the point

whe 'Abe axis is parallel to the vector sum of the axial and

Otar ponents of the flow. This 9-degree-deviation from purely

axial '' . in a clockwise sense, which is consistent with the rota-
tion of a right-hand propeller. This information may be useful in stator

design, but since the cosine of 9 degrees is 0.99, the information was

not used to modify momentum calculat;ons.

The velocity survey covered 18 points on the 0° to 1800 diagonal

and the 900 to 2700 diagonal as shown in Figure 6. The static pressure

9
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measurement was removed from the total pressure measurement, and the

magnitude of the velocity was found from V = 2PD/P . To minimize un-

certainties in the analysis, the measured pressures in the jet were

converted to two different velocity averages. This consideration arises

from the fact that in calculating the forces on a control volume

from the momentum flux, the basic equation from Reference 4 is

I f p.V d CV + f p dV+ Sp VdA
3cv cs

which when the time rate of change of momentum within the control volume _

is neglected, and when we assume a uniform velocity distribution across

the control surface, we often approximate as

IF= p& (V out- Vin)

However, since the jet velocity distribution is not uniform and is known,

the best use of the data suggests an approximation which uses the mean of

the squares instead of the square of the mean. Therefore, the dynamic

pressure measured by the Prandtl tube was used to calculate velocity

averages in two ways, both ways working from a faired plot of pressure

versus location:

I) Faired dynamic pressure values were read in 0.1 radius incre-

ments across the two diameters. These were converted to

squared velocity values and summed by Simpson's Rule over the

jet area to get (V2)..
J

2) Faired dynamic pressure values were again read across the two

diameters and converted to velocity values. These were summed

by Simpson's Rule to get V. and Q .J

(V2), and V. were found for other operating conditions by assuming
j0

that the relation between the velocity at the 0.7 radius, 00, and V. did

not change with model or shaft speed, and that the relation between (V2 ).

and (V.)2 also did not change. Hence in all operating conditions other

than model speed of 8.01 ft/sec and shaft speed of 87.5 rev/sec, the

performance of the waterjet was estimated with the aid of the relations:

V. = 0.812 V0.

(V
2) I 1l.092(V.) 2

and (V2). 1.046(V. ) 2

10
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The static pressure measurements also required estimation. Like velocity,
* the static pressure distribution across the exit Plane was assumed at all

* operating conditions to be like the survey condition; the relation used
was:

40~P. 1 0.75 P07
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MOMENTUM ANALYSIS AND FORCE BALANCE

The momentum equation was used to find the forces of the fluid in

the duct on the duct walls, which is an aid in quantifying the difference

between the gross and net thrusts. The nomenclature and technique used

in this analysis are adopted from Etter and Scherer. In all of the

force-oriented analysis, it must be remembered that the waterjet is

operating in a vehicle, the drag of which is greatly influenced by the

flow conditions in the jet.

The two momentum equations for the two control volumes are:

F cv = P&(S i v -Vo)

and

SFcv 2 = PQ(BjV. - BV

where it is understood that these are linear momentum equations, written

parallel to the vehicle baseline, and that forces with positive magnitudes

contribute to thrust,and forces with negative magnitudes contribute to
.drag. On the left-hand sides of these equations, the sums of the forces

include:

Wall Friction + Wall Pressure + Shaft Friction
+ Entrance and Exit Pressures - F

Wall Friction + Wall Pressure + Shaft and Strut
Friction + Propeller Thrust + Entrance and Exit

Pressures - cv2

With the assumptions made above, and the model test data, the only

unknowns are the aggregate wall pressure and surface friction forces. The
momentum through the two control volumes is calculated, IF cv and IFcv 2

then F and F p2, the pressure forces on the entrance and exit planes,
are subtracted. These values and their differences Fwl and Fw2 are

listed In Table 7.

12
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F is usually negative due to tre less-than-atmospheric pressure

on the ramp which induces a drag component fo-rce. w is usually posi-
w2- tive because flow acceleration results in pressure reduction in the

transition portion of CVZ between the rectangular inlet plane and the

cylindrical duct, Figure 2. The pressure reduction induces a thrust

component force on the curved lower wall of the transition.

Fwl generally becomes less negative with increasing flow rate at

any model speed, which is not expected and points to uncertainty in this

analysis. The initial V and Po, and final V. and P., are known with
0 j j

, confidence, while the P. measurement, being the average of only two read-

ings, is not known with as much confidence. Therefore, the total (F wl+Fw2)

is more likely to be reliable than either portion alone.

To analyze the effect of the duct system on the vehicle, an equilib-

rium equation in the direction of model travel can be written for the forces

on the model:

mOm(ext Dm + (Fcvl +Fcv2)cosT

where D is the measured drag, and D is by definition the drag of

the vehicle with the waterjet operating. The gross thrust is defined as:

T gr ,

I and the net thrust is defined as:

T ~D - D
net m bare

where Dbare is the model drag without the waterjet, that is, from the

EHP test. In the conventional powering sense the thrust deduction is:

(I-0) D bare) Dm - TgrcoS*-

and like the difference between T and T , (l-t) encompasses all

of the changes in vehicle drag due to the operation of the waterjet. The

inlet drag could cause low values of (l-t), but the reduction of vehicle

drag due to the change in trim largely offsets this. Since planing boat

drag is primarily a function of I.tan(), trim reductions between the

,13
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- bare hull and the propelled hull of 2 or 3 degrees cause 2 to 4 pounds
of drag reduction. The column in Table 7 labeled AD is a computed
estimate of the drag reduction due to the trim change. It is simply:

AD = Atan(T - Tbare)

and is useful for comparison to the drag increase caused by the operation

of the waterjet.

Examination of the results in Tables 5-7 leads to the following
observations.

9 In the bollard condition, the measured net thrust D
obtained from the drag balance is in excellent agreement

with the gross thrust T calculated from the momentum
gr

equation, thus providing confidence in the test data.

* The jet velocity, V. , is essentially linearly dependent

upon impeller shaft revolutions n , as follows:

Boliard condition . . . . V.- 0.16n
4

J
At test speed ......... V. 0.18n'. . J

This observation is qualitatively in agreement with the
results of Reference I.

'p

* At the model self-propulsion point (D inO), the thrust
deduction (I - t) 0.75.

* With the waterjet operative, the model trim angle T is
approximately 2-3deg less than the towed bare hull model

trim angle Tb

14
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ENERGY ANALYSIS

An analysis through the same two control volumes using the energy

equation was done to quantify losses in the system. This analysis was

particularly helpful in making comparisons of model results to the design

method (see the following section). The basic energy equation from Ref.4 is,

a~h 6W a 
-

t f pedV+ e) pVdA
cv cs

was simplified in the absence of the time rate of change of internal ener-

*41 gy, e, within the control volume, and the absence of heat lost or gained,

to an expression which relates losses in the control volume to the

difference between the initial and final energy in the flow. A

further simplification to this expression, that of omitting the potential

energy term, gave an expression for each control volume:

P0  V 2  Pi B.V. 2

P+ o _+ + Ly 2g y 2g cvl

and

P. BV pj B j2

__+ I .. L+L- w + L
Zg y 2g s cv2

where losses are positive quantities. With the assumptions,and the model

test data, the losses are the only unknowns in each equation. The specific

physics of these losses are not known, but because there are two control

volumes, the major components of the losses are likely to be:

Lcvl m Entrance Loss + Ramp Friction + Shaft Friction

Lcv2 - Bend Loss + Transition Loss + Shaft and Strut Friction
+ Wall Friction

The shaft work term w was co,-'-ted from the thrust measurement rather than
s

the torque measurement so that the efficiency of energy transmission by the
propeller is not involved; that is, ws -T/YA.. Table 7 shows that both Lcv lJ
and Lcv 2 are increasing approximately with the square of the flow rate inthe

bollard condition. However, in the testing with model velocity greater than

zero, Lcv 1 decreases with the square of the flow rate while Lcv 2 increases

with the flow rate. As in the momentum analysis, there is greater confidence

in the sum of the two control volume parameters than in those of either alone.

L +L increases approximately linearly with flow rate.
cvl cv2

15
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II COMPARISON OF MODEL TEST RESULTS
WITH THE DESIGN METHOD CALCULATIONS

In addition to manipulating the model test data, the computer program

contained expressions which computed energy losses through the waterjet in

approximately the same way as was done in the design method. 151  The design

method used a pipe flow technique to compute friction and form losses for

the various parts of the duct, namely: entrance friction and bend, shaft,

transition, bearing tube, struts, and casing. These were found by using

a local Reynolds Number for a nominal flow rate of 60 cubic feet per second

at the manned testcraft scale. Friction factors and equivalent lengths

were found and the ratio of head loss to flow rate yielded a typical pipe

flow "V" as a constant to multiply against flow, & . The design method

also included a loss in the form of a modification on the energy available
in the free stream. This was termed r=n recovery and assumed that only 70%
of the free stream flow energy V s2 /2g could be converted to jet energy.

The result of these calculations was an energy equation which formed one

side of an equilibrium flow condition, "Head Required." The other side

was formed by "Head Available" and was generated by assumptions on the

efficiency of power transmission. The expression for required head in the

design method is written:

H =0.0112&Q +0.000766&' +0.000101&Q -0.0109V'Req

where the first term is the jet energy; the next two are loss terms for

the entrance and ramp, and for the duct from inlet to jet; and the last

is the free stream energy less 30%. For comparison with the energy analy-

sis above, it is more convenient to write this equation in the form:

2!V

H -~L~+0.01062V.2+0.000140V 2- 0.7 --Req 2g j j 2g

v 2
So there are essentially two loss terms, 0.001202V. 2 and 03-L.Since

the former term is Reynolds Number dependent, it was calculated for every
run using the model Reynolds Number based on an equivalent diameter and

16
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the known velocity at the inlet olane:

Rn.---0.269 V." - mR n - " 5

1 .05 x 10 5

From this Rn, a frction factor, f , was found from a curve fit of the

0.0 relative roughness line of a Moody Diagram. Then the ramp friction
'"W and bend loss were calculated. The design method indicates that this por-

tion is 82% of the total friction and form losses, so these losses were

taken as 1.22 times this portion, that is:

2

LF -1.22 (f 2

where Z/d is the equivalent length/diameter ratio whi.ch is the same for

model and manned testcraft. The total losses by the design method are

then LF and 0.3 V2/2g , which is in Table 7 as L
Fm R'

L increases linearly with the square of the flow (i.e., Vi, Vj,
LF

or Q), while LR is constant for constant model speed, so that the sum of

these values increases at approximately the same rate as the sum of Lcv I

and Lcv 2. At the bollard condition, the agreement between the calculated

and measured losses is poor. However, at V =8.01 ft/sec the measured

* ,.,, values only exceed those calculated by 15%, and at the higher speeds and

at 8.01 ft/sec with the wedge, the measured values are less than, and

within 10% of, the calculated values. Additional analysis is required to

represent the bollard condition in the design procedure of Reference 5.

Another way of comparing the design method to the model measure-

ments is on the basis of efficiencies. The design method assumes a pump

efficiency of 0.77 for the entire operating range, where

YQH/550 SHP
pump

The model test version of n is based on the torque-in (as shown in
~ .4 pump

the beginning of the "Data Analysis" section) and these values tend to

peak in the range of 0.63 to 0.67, approximately 15% lower, at JD values

of approximately 0.75 for the runs with V not equal to zero. It is

believed that this lower value of measured pump efficiency can be attribu-

ted to the larger tip clearance and higher viscous drag coefficient of the

17
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modelwaterjet. prop mhod i ise for the model test, wasno

calclatd fr te dsig mehodequilibrium flow conditions. *7o is

diferet fom hepropulsive coefficient, P.C., found in the design

mrethod in that ~iincludes the effects of the waterjet system operation

on the vehicle drag; that is, n compares power-in to net thrust times
oa

vehicle speed, and P.C. compares power-in to gross thrust times vehicle

speed. Reductions in vehicle drag due to reduction of trim angle have,

in some conditions, caused T to slightly exceed T ,but in most
net gr

conditions, T is less than T ,which would result in P.C. being toonet gr
great an estimate of overall efficiency for this particular vehicle.

COMMENT ON THE 2 DEGREE WEDGE

The 2 degree wedge placed on the model bottom, aft of the transom

made a change in bottom contour. The major effect of the wedge on perform-

ance is seen in Figures 3 and 4. The altered bottom contour reduced running

trim angles and consequently reduced vehicle drag by approximately 5%~. In

the powered test resuts, data at 8.01 ft/sec for the with-and without-wedge

conditions can be compared. The efficiencies are better for the with-

wedge condition, but only by 2 to 3%. This is due to a reduction in

losses, which in the higher thrust range are 20%~ lower for the with-wedge

condition. So the benefit of the 2 degree wedge is to vehicle performance

more than to the propulsion performance.

11
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4 .*

"- CONCLUDING REMARKS

Towing tests of a scale model of a waterjet testcraft have generated

experimental data which, when analyzed, have yielded the following evalua-

tion of the method used to design the simple, bottom-inlet waterjet system:

_ Pump efficiency of the model waterjet was lower than the
designed efficiency to a degree consistent with the pro-
portionately larger tip clearance and higher viscous drag
coefficient of the model impeller blades.

0 There is reasonable agreement between design calculations
° iof system losses and losses calculated using model test

measurements in an energy equation, when the craft is in
forward motion. The design method does not appear appli-
cable in the bollard condition and further development is
requ i red.

" * Thrust deduction at the model self-propulsion point is
(l-t) = 0.75.

.%, .',

. Running trimwith the waterjet operating is 2-3 deg less
than for the bare hull tests at the same speed.

4-P
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TABLE 1. MODEL PARTICULARS

Heavy Load
Light With and
Load Without Wedge

or Weight, lbs 39.99 49.55

LCG forward of transom, ft 0.86 1.03

Static transom draft, ft 0.35 0.41

Static trim, deg 2.6 2.7

.-

iWATERJET DETAILS

Jet Area, ft2  0.0491

Inlet Area, ft2  0.0755

Jet Diameter, ft 0.2C0

Propeller DL #79 4-blade
-. right hand

.._ Propeller, P/D 1.0

Propeller Diameter, ft 0.242

..

.%.
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TABLE 2. EHP RESULTS, LIGHT LOAD(4500 ibs)

LIGHT LOAD

SR TEMP RA

4.83 72.7 0.00000

RUNNO VM VS RM RS EHP TAU HEVS WAS

182 6.67 10.00 9.22 1038. 32. 9.64 0.22 80.

18.1 7.34 11.00 9.88 1112, 38. 11.60 0.38 74.

180 8.01 12.01 9.62 1083. 40. 13.18 0.65 60.

178 8.68 13.01 9.87 1112. 44. 13.90 0.83 50.

177 9.34 14,00 9.72 1093. 47. 13.69 0.97 46.

174 10.01 15.00 9.40 1053. 49. 13.18 1.11 44.

173 11.35 17*01 8.70 966. 50. 11.76 1.34 41.

175 12.67 19.00 8.06 884. 52. 10.34 1*42 40.

179 13.35 20.01 7.77 846, 52. 9.65 1.43 40.

SR Scale Ratio
TEMP Water Temperature, OF

RA Roughness Allowance Coefficient

VM Model Velocity, ft/sec
VS Manned Testcraft Velocity, mph

RM Model Resistance, lb
RS Manned Testcraft Resistance, lb

EHP Effective Horsepower

TAU Trim, deg
HVS Heave at CG, ft

WAS Manned Testcraft Wetted Area, ft2

L -

* ,* •-- 1 . . 1
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TABLE 3. EHP RESULTS, HEAVY LOAD (5576 lbs)

FULL LOAD

S... SR TEMP RA
4.83 72.7 0.00000

1r RUNNO VM vS RH RS EHP TAU HEVS WAS
171 6.67 10.00 12.16 1374. 42. 9.09 0.16 95.

169 7.34 11.00 13.66 1546. 52. 11.36 0.30 84.

167 8.01 12.01 13.73 1554. 57. 13.64 0.59 70.

165 8.68 13.01 13.76 1560, 62. 15.15 0.85 55.

163 9.34 14.00 13.49 1526. 66. 15.37 1.04 51.

160 10.01 15.00 13.52 1527. 70. 15.13 1.22 49.

159 11.35 17.01 12.84 1430. 75. 13.82 1.50 57.,5.

161 12.67 19.00 11.51 1281. 75. 12.05 1.64 42.

. 162 14.01 21.01 10.54 1160. 75. 10.58 1.68 41.
164 14.68 22.01 10.03 1096. 74. 9.87 1.71 40.

166 15.35 23.01 9.70 1055. 75* 9.26 1.71 39.

168 16.02 24.01 9.35 1012. 75. 8.70 1.72 38.

170 16.69 25.02 8.98 962. 74. 8.17 1.72 38.

172 17.34 25.99 8.70 925. 74, 7.69 1.72 38.

U,,
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TABLE 4. EHP RESULTS, HEAVY LOAD (5576 ibs) WITH 2 DEGREE WEDGE

FULL LOAD WITH WEDGES

*a .SR TEMP RA
'-c ". 4.83 72.7 0.00000

RUNNO Vm VS RM RS EHP TAU HEVS WAS

157 6.67 10.00 12.81 1449. 44. 9.36 0.16 95o

', 153 8.01 12.01 13.95 1579. 58. 13.60 0.63 70.

151 8.68 13.01 13.79 1561. 62. 14.66 0.88 59.

149 9.34 14.00 13.49 1524. 66. 14.80 1.05 53.

146 10.01 15.00 13.16 1485. 68. 14.39 1.24 49.

145 11.35 17.01 12.16 1362. 71. 12.90 1.52 46.

147 12.67 19.00 10.98 1217. 71o 11.18 1.63 44.

150 14.67 21.99 9.54 1039. 70. 9.01 1.68 41.

152 15.34 22.99 9.22 999. 71. 8.42 1.68 40.

154 16.01 23.99 8.81 947. 70. 7.82 1.70 39.

156 16*68 25.00 8.49 906. 70. 7.28 1.68 38.

158 17.34 25.99 8.15 862. 69. 6.77 1.71 38.

* ,e
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